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Abstract
In this paper, we study inferability of Prolog programs from positive examples alone. The
importance of studying inductive inference from positive data alone stems from the scarcity of
negative information in practical applications. Starting with Shinohara’s result on bounded nite
thickness and inductive inference from positive data, we investigate a broad spectrum of classes
of Prolog programs inferable from positive data and the relationships between these classes. First
we consider programs without local variables and show that a few classes of programs (without
any bound on the length of clauses) are inferable from positive data. Then we consider programs
with local variables and identify a very useful class of programs inferable from positive data,
using mode annotations of predicates and linear predicate inequalities. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The theory of inductive inference attempts to understand the all pervasive phenomena
of learning from examples and counterexamples. The following are just a few exam-
ples of such process. After hearing and attempting to produce utterances in a natural
language, a child gradually learns to frame sentences by acquiring a complicated and
substantially correct grammar of the language. When pointed out by elders (through
counterexamples, also called negative data), he=she corrects errors by updating his=her
knowledge about the grammar. Similarly, one conveys main ideas and concepts in a
technical seminar through a good collection of examples and counterexamples.
( This is a revised and extended version of [13].
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Starting from the inuential works of Gold [9] and Blum and Blum [5], a lot of
eort has gone into developing a rich theory about inductive inference and the classes
of concepts which can be learned from both positive (examples) and negative data
(counterexamples) and the classes of concepts which can be learned from positive data
alone. The study of inferability from positive data alone is important because negative
information is hard to obtain in practice. In his seminal paper [9] on inductive inference,
Gold proved that even simple classes of concepts like the class of regular languages
cannot be infered from positive examples alone. This strong negative result disappointed
the scientists in the eld until Angluin [1] has given a characterization of the classes of
concepts that can be infered from positive data and exhibited a few nontrivial classes
of concepts inferable from positive data. This inuential paper inspired further research
on the inductive inference from positive data.
Logic programs with elegant and simple declarative semantics can be used as repre-
sentations of the concepts to be learned. In fact, the problem of learning logic programs
from examples has attracted a lot of attention (a.o. [4, 6{8, 10{13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 28]
starting with the seminal work of Shapiro [23, 24] and many techniques and systems
for learning logic programs are developed and used in many applications. See [20] for
a recent survey. In this paper, we study a broad spectrum of classes of Prolog programs
inferable from positive data.
Continuing Angluin’s line of research, Shinohara [25] presented a few classes of
concepts inferable from positive data. The class of linear Prolog programs of Shapiro
[24] is notable among them. Unfortunately, the class of linear programs is very re-
strictive from the programming point of view as they do not allow local variables,
which play the fundamental role of sideways information passing in the paradigm of
logic programming. Using moding annotations on predicates, Arimura and Shinohara
[4] introduced a class of linearly covering programs which have local variables and yet
inferable from positive data. Though they allow local variables, the class of linearly
covering programs is still restrictive as they view the logical variable as a point-to-
point communication channel. None of the standard programs for the simple tasks like
reverse, merge, split, partition, quick-sort and merge-sort belongs to
the class of linearly covering programs. Another drawback of the class of linearly
covering programs is that it does not contain the class of linear programs. Noting
these shortcomings, Krishna Rao [13] recently proposed the class of linearly moded
programs, which includes all the above mentioned programs and established inferability
of linearly moded programs from positive data.
In this paper, we continue this line of research further and present a few more classes
of Prolog programs inferable from positive data and investigate the relationship between
these classes. We rst consider programs without local variables before considering
programs with local variables.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section gives preliminary
denitions and results needed. In Section 3, we consider three classes of programs
without local variables and establish their inferability from positive data. The relation-
ship between these three classes is investigated in Section 4. Section 5 denes the class
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of linearly moded programs and presents a few examples. Section 6 proves some char-
acteristic properties of them and Section 7 establishes their inferability from positive
data. The relationship between linear programs, linearly moded programs and linearly
covering programs is studied in Section 8.
2. Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology of logic program-
ming and inductive inference and use the standard terminology from [9, 17, 20].
2.1. Inductive inference from positive data
Denition 1. Let U and E be two recursively enumerable sets, whose elements are
called objects and expressions, respectively. A concept is a subset RU . A for-
mal system is a nite subset  E. A semantic mapping is a mapping  from
formal systems to concepts. We say that a formal system   denes a concept R if
( )=R.
Denition 2. A concept dening framework is a triple hU; E; i of a universe U of
objects, a set E of expressions and a semantic mapping .
Denition 3. A class of concepts C = fR1; R2; : : :g is an indexed family of recursive
concepts if there exists an algorithm that decides whether w2Ri for any object w and
natural number i.
Here onwards, we x a concept dening framework hU; E; i arbitrarily and only
consider indexed families of recursive concepts.
Denition 4. A positive presentation of a nonempty concept RU is an innite se-
quence w1; w2; : : : of objects such that fwi j i>1g=R.
An inference machine is an eective procedure that requests an object as an example
from time to time and produces a concept (or a formal system dening a concept) as a
conjecture from time to time. Given a positive presentation =w1; w2; : : :, an inference
machine IM generates a sequence of conjectures g1; g2; : : : . We say that IM converges
to g on input  if the sequence of conjectures g1; g2; : : : is nite and ends in g or there
exists a positive integer k0 such that gk = g for all k>k0.
Denition 5. A class C of concepts is inferable from positive data if there exists an
inference machine IM such that for any R2C and any positive presentation  of R,
IM converges to a formal system g such that (g)=R.
We need the following result of Shinohara [25] in proving our results.
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Denition 6. A semantic mapping  is monotonic if   0 implies ( )( 0). A
formal system   is reduced w.r.t. S U if S ( ) and S*( 0) for any proper
subset  0 .
Denition 7. A concept dening framework C= hU; E; i has bounded nite thickness
if  is monotonic and for any nite set S U and any m>0, the set f( ) j  is
reduced w.r.t. S and j j6mg is nite.
Theorem 1 (Shinohara [25]). If a concept dening framework C= hU; E; i has
bounded nite thickness; then the class
Cm= f( ) j E; j j6mg
of concepts is inferable from positive data for every m>1.
2.2. Basic concepts from logic programming
The alphabet of a rst-order language L is a triple h;;Xi of mutually disjoint sets
such that  and  are nite. The elements of ; and X are called predicate symbols,
function symbols and variables. We denote arity of a predicate=function symbol f by
arity(f). In the following, T(;X) denotes the set of terms constructed from the
function symbols in  and the variables in X. A(;;X) denotes the set of atoms
constructed from these terms and the predicate symbols in . Terms (atoms) which
do not contain any variable are called ground terms (atoms). For a predicate p, the set
of ground atoms A(fpg;  ; ) is denoted by B(p). In the following, we some times
denote the sequence of terms t1; : : : ; tn by t. The size of a term t, denoted by jtj, is
dened as the number of symbols (except the punctuation symbols) occurring in it.
Denition 8. A logic program P is a nite set of denite clauses of the form H B1;
: : : ; Bn, where H; B1; : : : ; Bn are atoms. The atom H is the head and B1; : : : ; Bn is the
body and n is the body-length of this clause.
The declarative semantics of a logic program P is usually given by its least
Herbrand model, i.e., the smallest set that contains all the ground atoms which are
entailed by the clauses in P. The least Herbrand model of P is denoted by M (P).
The procedural semantics of logic programs is given by the SLD-resolution (see [17]
for more details). In the following, we are concerned with Prolog programs, where
the selection rule is xed as leftmost selection rule. Following [2], we call the SLD-
derivations and SLD-refutations under Prolog’s selection rule, LD-derivations and LD-
refutations, respectively.
The present paper is about inferability of Prolog programs and the least Herbrand
model semantics of logic programs serves as a monotonic semantic mapping. We use
a special predicate symbol c to denote the target predicate to be learned. Our concept
dening frameworks are of the form hB(c); L;Mci, where L is the class of Prolog
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clauses under consideration and Mc is a semantic mapping such that Mc(P) is the set
of all atoms of the target predicate c in the least Herbrand model of P.
In the following, we do not dierentiate between two clauses H Body and H 
Body[fAg if A2Body and assume (without loss of generality) that no atom occurs
more than once in the body of any clause.
3. Programs without local variables
In this section, 2 we study three classes of Prolog programs without local variables.
Variables which occur in the body of a clause but not in the head of that clause
are called local variables. Absence of local variables simplies analysis of various
properties (termination is an example) of logic programs. In the following, we establish
that the classes of (1) linear programs, (2) hereditary programs and (3) reductive
programs are inferable from positive data.
3.1. Linear Prolog programs
In this subsection, we consider linear Prolog programs of Shapiro [24]. Though
most of the following results are already known, we present them for the sake of
completeness and comparing with the classes of programs presented in the next two
subsections.
Denition 9. A denite clause
p(t1; : : : ; tn) q1(s11 ; : : : ; s1n1 ); : : : ; qk(sk1 ; : : : ; sknk )
is linear if for each i2 [1; k] the following holds: jt1j+   + jtnj>jsi1j+   + jsini j
for every substitution . A logic program P is linear if each clause in it is linear.
A nice property of linear programs is that the sum of the sizes of arguments of
the atoms in an SLD-derivation is bounded by the maximum sum of the sizes of
arguments of an atom in the initial query. This in turn ensures that it is decidable
whether a ground atom A is in the least Herbrand model of a linear program or not. It
is easy to check (syntactically) whether a given logic program is linear or not. These
facts are established in the following results.
Theorem 2. It is decidable whether a given logic program is linear or not.
Lemma 1. Let P be a linear logic program and Q be a ground query such that n
is greater than the sum of the sizes of arguments of any atom in Q. Then n is
greater than the sum of the sizes of arguments of any atom in every SLD-derivation
of P [fQg.
2 Some of the material in this section comes from [14].
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Theorem 3. It is decidable whether a ground atom A is in the least Herbrand model
of a given linear logic program P or not.
Proof. It is well known that a ground atom A is in the least Herbrand model of a
program P if and only if P has an SLD-refutation starting with initial query  A. By
the above lemma, this fact can be checked using a bottom-up approach of checking
whether atoms smaller than A have SLD-refutations.
From Theorems 2 and 3, we get the following result.
Lemma 2. The class of least Herbrand models of linear Prolog programs is an
indexed family of recursive concepts.
The main step in proving that the class of linear programs is inferable from pos-
itive data is to establish bounded nite thickness of the following concept dening
framework.
Denition 10. Let LC be the set of all linear clauses and Mc be a semantic mapping
such that Mc(P) is the set of all atoms of the target predicate c in the least Herbrand
model of P. The concept dening framework hB(c); LC;Mci is denoted by LC.
Theorem 4. The concept dening framework LC has bounded nite thickness.
Proof. Consider a nite set S B(c) and a program PLC containing at most m>1
clauses such that P is reduced w.r.t. S. Let n be an integer such that n>juj for every
atom p(u)2 S. Let S 0= fr(w) j r(w) is a selected atom in an LD-refutation of an atom
A in Sg. By Lemma 1, n>jwj for every atom r(w)2 S 0, where  is an answer
substitution of r(w). Therefore, n>jwj. Since P is reduced w.r.t. S, every clause in
P is used in LD-refutations of atoms in S. Hence, n>jsj for every atom q(s) in any
clause in P.
Since  and  are nite, there are only nitely many linear programs containing at
most m clauses with atoms of size less than or equal to n (except for the renaming
of variables). Therefore, the set fMc(P) jP is reduced w.r.t. S and contains at most m
clausesg is nite. Hence, LC has bounded nite thickness.
From this Theorem, Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we obtain our main result of this
subsection.
Theorem 5. For every m>1; the class LCm= fMc(P) jPLC; jPj6mg of concepts
is inferable from positive presentations of the target predicate c.
3.2. Hereditary programs
In this subsection, we consider the class of hereditary programs [18, 19] and establish
their inferability from positive data.
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Denition 11. A denite clause
p(t1; : : : ; tn) q1(s11 ; : : : ; s1n1 ); : : : ; qk(sk1 ; : : : ; sknk )
is hereditary if each sij is a subterm of some tl for i2 [1; k]; j2 [1; ni]; l2 [1; n]. A
logic program P is hereditary if each clause in it is hereditary.
A nice property of hereditary programs is that the arguments of the atoms in any
SLD-derivation starting with ground query are subterms of the arguments in the initial
query. This ensures that it is decidable whether a ground atom A is in the least Herbrand
model of a hereditary program or not. Further, it is easy to check (syntactically) whether
a given logic program is hereditary or not. These facts are stated in the following
theorems.
Theorem 6. It is decidable whether a given logic program is hereditary or not.
Lemma 3. Let B be an atom in an SLD-derivation of P [f Ag; such that P is a
hereditary program and A is a ground atom. Then each argument of B is a subterm
of an argument of A.
Proof. Induction on the length of SLD-derivation, using the facts that A is a ground
atom and each argument in the body of a hereditary clause is a subterm of an argument
of the head.
Theorem 7. It is decidable whether a ground atom A is in the least Herbrand model
of a given hereditary program P or not.
Proof. Follows from the above lemma.
From Theorems 6 and 7, we get the following result.
Lemma 4. The class of least Herbrand models of hereditary Prolog programs is an
indexed family of recursive concepts.
The main step in proving that the class of hereditary programs is inferable from
positive data is to establish bounded nite thickness of the following concept dening
framework.
Denition 12. Let HC be the set of all hereditary clauses and Mc be a semantic
mapping such that Mc(P) is the set of all atoms of the target predicate c in the least
Herbrand model of P. The concept dening framework hB(c); HC;Mci is denoted by
HC.
Theorem 8. The concept dening framework HC has bounded nite thickness.
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.
From this Theorem, Lemma 4 and Theorem 1, we obtain our main result of this
subsection.
Theorem 9. For every m>1; the class HCm= fMc(P) jPHC; jPj6mg of concepts
is inferable from positive presentations of the target predicate c.
3.3. Reductive programs
In this subsection, we dene the class of reductive programs and establish their
inferability from positive data.
Denition 13. A denite clause
p(t1; : : : ; tn) q1(s11 ; : : : ; s1n1 ); : : : ; qk(sk1 ; : : : ; sknk )
is reductive if for each argument sij in the body, there is an argument tl in the head
such that jtlj>jsijj for every substitution .
A logic program P is reductive if each clause in it is reductive.
A nice property of reductive programs is that the size of arguments of the atoms in
any SLD-derivation starting with ground query is bounded by the maximum size of
the arguments in the initial query. This ensures that it is decidable whether a ground
atom A is in the least Herbrand model of a reductive program or not. Further, it is
easy to check (syntactically) whether a given logic program is reductive or not. These
facts are stated in the following theorems.
Theorem 10. It is decidable whether a given logic program is reductive or not.
Lemma 5. Let P be a reductive logic program and Q be a ground query such that
n is greater than the size of every argument in Q. Then n is greater than the size of
every argument of every atom in every SLD-derivation of P [fQg.
Proof. Induction on the length of SLD-derivation, using the facts that Q is a ground
query and for every argument s in the body of a reductive clause there is an argument
t in the head such that jtj>jsj holds for every substitution .
Theorem 11. It is decidable whether a ground atom A is in the least Herbrand model
of a given reductive program P or not.
Proof. Follows from the above lemma.
From Theorems 10 and 11, we get the following result.
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Lemma 6. The class of least Herbrand models of reductive Prolog programs is an
indexed family of recursive concepts.
The main step in proving that the class of reductive programs is inferable from
positive data is to establish bounded nite thickness of the following concept dening
framework.
Denition 14. Let RC be the set of all reductive clauses and Mc be a semantic mapping
such that Mc(P) is the set of all atoms of the target predicate c in the least Herbrand
model of P. The concept dening framework hB(c); RC;Mci is denoted by RC.
Theorem 12. The concept dening framework RC has bounded nite thickness.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.
From this theorem, Lemma 6 and Theorem 1, we obtain our main result of this
subsection.
Theorem 13. For every m>1; the class RCm= fMc(P) jPRC; jPj6mg of concepts
is inferable from positive presentations of the target predicate c.
4. Relationship between the three classes
In this section, we study various relations between the three classes of logic pro-
grams studied in the previous section, namely, linear programs, hereditary programs
and reductive programs.
The following example shows that the class of linear programs is included neither
in the class of hereditary programs nor in the class of reductive programs.
Example 1. The following program is linear as the sum of the sizes of arguments
in the body (here, 4) is less than the sum of the sizes of arguments in the head
(here, 5) and no variable occurs more often in the body.
p1(f(X); g(Y); Z) q1(h(X; Y); Z)
q1(X; X) 
This program is not a hereditary program as the argument h(X,Y) in the body is not
a subterm of any argument in the head. It is not reductive as h(X,Y) has size 3 and
no argument in the head has size 3 or more.
The following example shows that the class of linear programs includes neither the
class of hereditary programs nor the class of reductive programs.
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Example 2. The following program is both hereditary and reductive as each argument
in the body is a subterm of some argument in the head.
p2(h(f(X); g(Y)); Z) q2(f(X); f(X); g(Y); Z)
q2(X; X; g(Y); Z) 
But this program is not linear as the sum of the sizes of arguments in the body
(here, 7) is greater than the sum of the sizes of arguments in the head (here, 6) and
variable X occurs more often in the body.
The following example shows that the class of hereditary programs includes neither
the class of linear programs nor the class of reductive programs nor the intersection of
these two classes.
Example 3. The following program is not a hereditary program as the argument
h(X,Y) in the body is not a subterm of any argument in the head.
p3(h(X; g(Y)); Y; Z) q3(h(X; Y); g(Y); Z)
q3(X; Y; Z) 
But this program is linear as the sum of the sizes of arguments in the body (here, 6)
is not greater than the sum of the sizes of arguments in the head (here, 6) and no
variable occurs more often in the body. It is also reductive as jh(X,Y)j is less than
jh(X,g(Y))j for any substitution  and the other arguments in the body occur in the
head.
Having presented enough counterexamples to the inclusion of a class in another
class, we now establish a positive result.
Theorem 14. Every hereditary program is a reductive program.
Proof. In any hereditary clause, each argument in the body is a subterm of some
argument in the head. Therefore, for each argument s in the body, there is an argument
t in the head such that jtj>jsj for every substitution . Hence every hereditary clause
(program) is a reductive clause (program).
The following diagram shows various relations between the classes of linear, hered-
itary and reductive programs.
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4.1. Simulation of linear programs by reductive programs
Example 1 shows that the class of linear programs is not a subclass of the class of
reductive programs. In the following, we however show that every linear program can
be simulated by a reductive program. This implies that the class of reductive programs
is the most general of the three classes of programs considered.
Transformation: Corresponding to a predicate p of arity n in a given linear logic
program P, we introduce a predicate p0 of arity 1 and a function symbol fp of arity n.
We construct a reductive program P0 from P by replacing each atom p(t1; : : : ; tn) in P
with atom p0(fp(t1; : : : ; tn)).
Example 4. We obtain the following program from the linear program given in
Example 1:
p01(fp1(f(X); g(Y); Z)) q01(fq1(h(X; Y); Z))
q01(fq1(X; X)) 
It is easy to see that this program is reductive as each predicate is of arity one and
the size of the argument in the body (here, 5) is smaller than the size of the argument
in the head (here, 6) and no variable occurs more often in the body.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the SLD-derivations of a given linear
logic program P and those of the derived reductive program P0. This implies that P0
is as ecient as P.
Theorem 15. Let P0 be the derived reductive program from a given linear logic pro-
gram P. Then a goal  q1(s11 ; : : : ; s1n1 ); : : : ; qk(sk1 ; : : : ; sknk ) is nth goal in an SLD-
derivation of P [f p(t1; : : : ; tm)g if and only if there is an SLD-derivation of
P0 [f p0(fp(t1; : : : ; tm))g with  q01(fq1 (s11 ; : : : ; s1n1 )); : : : ; q0k(fqk (sk1 ; : : : ; sknk )) as
nth goal.
Proof. Induction on n.
From the above theorem, it follows that there is a close one-to-one correspondence
between the least Herbrand model of a linear program P and that of the derived
reductive program P0.
Theorem 16. Let P0 be the derived reductive program from a given linear logic pro-
gram P. Then a ground atom p(s1; : : : ; sn) is in the least Herbrand model of P if and
only if p0(fp(s1; : : : ; sn)) is in the least Herbrand model of P0.
It may be noted that the program given in Example 4 is not hereditary. In fact,
every linear program cannot be transformed into an equivalent hereditary program as
the requirement that each argument in the body is a subterm of an argument in the
head is too stringent. Similarly, every reductive program cannot be transformed into
an equivalent linear (or hereditary) program.
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5. Programs with local variables: linearly moded programs
In this section, we dene a class of programs with local variables and provide a few
examples. In a later section, this class is proved to be inferable from positive data.
The denition is based on the concept of modes and linear predicate inequalities.
Denition 15. For a term t, the parametric size [t] of t is dened recursively as
follows:
 if t is a variable x then [t] is a linear expression x,
 if t is the empty list [ ] or the natural number 0 or the empty tree void then [t]
is zero,
 if t=f(t1; : : : ; tn) and f2−f0; [ ]; voidg then [t] is a linear expression 1+[t1]+
  + [tn].
The parametric size of a sequence t of terms t1; : : : ; tn is the sum [t1] +   + [tn].
For a term t (or a sequence t of terms), the sum of coecients and constants in its
parametric size [t] ([t] resp.) is denoted by <t= (<t= resp). If t is a ground term, [t] and
<t= coincide.
Example 5. The parametric sizes of terms a, [ ], [X], [a], [a,b,c] are 1; 0; X+1; 2; 6,
respectively.
Denition 16. A mode m of an n-ary predicate p is a function from f1; : : : ; ng to the
set fin; outg. The sets in(p)= fj jm(j)= ing and out(p)= fj jm(j)= outg are the sets
of input and output positions of p; respectively.
A moded program is a logic program with each predicate having a unique mode
associated with it. In the following, p(s; t) denotes an atom with input terms s and
output terms t.
Denition 17. Let P be a moded program and I be a mapping from the set of predi-
cates occurring in P to sets of input positions satisfying I(p) in(p) for each predicate
p in P. For an atom A=p(s; t), we denote the linear inequality
P
i2I(p)
[si]>
P
j2out(p)
[tj] (1)
by LI(A; I).
Denition 18. Let P be a moded program and I be a mapping from the set of pred-
icates occurring in P to the sets of input positions satisfying I(p) in(p) for each
predicate p in P. We say P is linearly moded w.r.t. I if each clause
p0(s0; t0) p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pk(sk; tk)
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k>0, in P satises the following:
1. LI(A1; I); : : : ; LI(Aj−1; I) together imply [s0]>[sj] for each j>1, and
2. LI(A1; I); : : : ; LI(Ak; I) together imply LI(A0; I),
where Aj is the atom pj(sj; tj) for each j>0.
A program P is linearly moded if it is linearly moded w.r.t. some mapping I .
Example 6. Consider the following reverse program:
moding: app(in,in, out) and rev(in, out).
app([ ]; Ys; Ys) 
app([X j Xs]; Ys; [X j Zs]) app(Xs; Ys; Zs)
rev([ ]; [ ]) 
rev([X j Xs]; Zs) rev(Xs; Ys); app(Ys; [X]; Zs)
We can prove that this program is linearly moded w.r.t. the mapping I(app)=
in(app); I(rev)= in(rev) as follows. The rst clause satises the requirements of
Denition 18 as LI(app([ ]; Ys; Ys); I) is Ys>Ys, which trivially holds. Now consider
the second clause. LI(app(Xs; Ys; Zs); I) is
Xs+ Ys>Zs (2)
and LI(app([X j Xs]; Ys; [X j Zs]); I) is
1 + X + Xs+ Ys>1 + X + Zs: (3)
It is easy to see that inequality 2 implies inequality 3 satisfying the requirement 2
of Denition 18. The requirement 1 of Denition 18 trivially holds as 1 + X + Xs +
Ys>Xs+ Ys.
It is easy to check that the third clause satises the requirements of Denition 18.
Now consider the fourth clause.
LI(rev(Xs; Ys); I) is
Xs>Ys; (4)
LI(app(Ys; [X]; Zs); I) is
Ys+ 1 + X>Zs (5)
and LI(rev([X j Xs]; Zs); I) is
1 + X + Xs>Zs: (6)
It is easy to see that inequalities 4 and 5 together imply inequality 6 satisfying the
requirement 2 of Denition 18. The requirement 1 of Denition 18 holds for atoms
rev(Xs; Ys) and app(Ys; [X]; Zs) as follows. 1 + X + Xs>Xs trivially holds for atom
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rev(Xs; Ys). For atom app(Ys; [X]; Zs), inequality 4 implies 1 + X + Xs>Ys+ 1 + X .
Therefore, reverse is a linearly moded program.
Remark. Note that this program would not have been linearly moded if the parametric
size of the empty list [ ] is dened as 1 instead of zero. In that case, neither requirement
1 nor requirement 2 of Denition 18 is satised as inequality 5 would have been
2 + Ys + X > Zs and requirement 1 for atom app(Ys; [X]; Zs) needs 1 + X + Xs >
2 + Ys+ X .
Example 7. Consider the following quick-sort program. The built-in predicates 6
and > have the moding (in, in).
moding: app (in, in, out); part (in, in, out, out) and
qs (in, out)
app([ ]; Ys; Ys) 
app([X j Xs]; Ys; [X j Zs]) app(Xs; Ys; Zs)
part([ ]; H; [ ]; [ ]) 
part([X j Xs]; H; [X j Ls]; Bs) X6H; part(Xs; H; Ls; Bs)
part([X j Xs]; H; Ls; [X j Bs]) X>H; part(Xs; H; Ls; Bs)
qs([ ]; [ ]) 
qs([H j L]; S) part(L; H; A; B); qs(A; A1); qs(B; B1); app(A1; [H j B1]; S)
To prove that this program is linearly moded, take I as the mapping I(app)=
in(app); I(part)= f1g; I(qs)= in(qs); I(6)=in(6); I(>)= in(>).
The third clause trivially satises the requirements of Denition 18 as LI(part([ ];
H; [ ]; [ ]); I) is the inequality 0>0. Let us now consider the fourth clause. For atom
X6H, the requirement 1 of Denition 18 holds as 1+X +Xs+H > X +H (note that
requirement 1 compares the parametric sizes of all the input terms, not just the terms in
positions specied by I). Similarly, requirement 1 holds for atom part(Xs; H; Ls; Bs).
We now prove that requirement 2 of Denition 18 holds for this clause. LI(X6H; I) is
X + H>0; (7)
LI(part(Xs; H; Ls; Bs); I) is
Xs>Ls+ Bs (8)
and LI(part([X j Xs]; H; [X j Ls]; Bs); I) is
1 + X + Xs>1 + X + Ls+ Bs: (9)
It is easy to see that inequality 8 implies inequality 9 satisfying the requirement 2 of
Denition 18. It can be similarly proved that the fth clause satises the requirements
of Denition 18.
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It is easy to see that the sixth clause satises the requirements of Denition 18. Now
consider the last clause. LI(part(L; H; A; B); I) is
L>A+ B; (10)
LI(qs(A; A1); I) is
A>A1; (11)
LI(qs(B; B1); I) is
B>B1; (12)
LI(app(A1; [H j B1]; S); I) is
A1 + 1 + H + B1>S (13)
and LI(q([H j L]; S); I) is
1 + H + L>S: (14)
It is easy to see that inequalities 10{13 together imply inequality 14 satisfying require-
ment 2 of Denition 18. Now, we prove that requirement 1 of Denition 18 holds for
each atom in the body. It holds for atom part(L; H; A; B) as 1+H +L>H +L trivially
holds. It holds for atoms qs(A; A1) and qs(B; B1) as inequality 10 implies 1+H+L>A
and 1 + H + L>B. It holds for atom app(A1; [H j B1]; S) as inequalities 10; 11 and 12
together imply 1 + H + L>A1 + 1 + H + B1.
Remark. Note that quick-sort is not linearly-moded w.r.t. mapping I if I(part)=
in(part).
Example 8. Consider the following merge-sort program:
moding: split (in, out, out); merge (in, in, out) and
ms (in, out)
split([ ]; [ ]; [ ]) 
split([X j Xs]; [X j As]; Bs) split(Xs; Bs; As)
merge([ ]; Ys; Ys) 
merge(Xs; [ ]; Xs) 
merge([X j Xs]; [Y j Ys]; [X j Zs]) X6Y; merge(Xs; [Y j Ys]; Zs)
merge([X j Xs]; [Y j Ys]; [Y j Zs]) X>Y; merge([X j Xs]; Ys; Zs)
ms([ ]; [ ]) 
ms([H j L]; S) split(H j L]; A; B); ms(A; A1); ms(B; B1); merge(A1; B1; S)
This program is linearly moded w.r.t. a mapping I such that I(split)= in(split);
I(merge)= in(merge); I(ms)= in(ms); I(6)= in(6) and I(>)= in(>). Here, we
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only prove that the subprogram for split is linearly moded w.r.t. I ; proof for the rest
of the program is similar.
The rst clause trivially satises the requirements of Denition 18 as LI(split([ ]; [ ];
[ ]); I) is the inequality 0>0. Let us now consider the second clause. Requirement 1
of Denition 18 holds for atom split(Xs; Bs; As) as 1 + X + Xs>Xs trivially holds.
LI(split(Xs; Bs; As); I) is
Xs>Bs+ As (15)
and LI(split([X j Xs]; [X j As]; Bs); I) is
1 + X + Xs>1 + X + As+ Bs: (16)
Requirement 2 of Denition 18 holds because inequality 15 implies inequality 16.
None of the above programs belongs to the class of linearly covering programs
introduced in [4]. In a clause of any linearly covering program, the number of producers
of a variable must be greater than or equal to the number of its consumers. A body
atom is a producer (consumer) of all the variables occurring in its output (resp. input)
terms and the head is a producer (consumer) of all the variables occurring in its input
(resp. output) terms. In this respect, linearly covering programs treat logical variables
as point-to-point communication channels. In contrast, in linearly moded programs, the
number of producers of a variable can be less than the number of its consumers and
logical variables are treated as transmitters for broadcasting communication. Since the
number of producers (one) is less than the number of consumers of variable H in the
last clause of quick-sort program given above, it is not a linearly covering program.
In a later section, we prove that every linearly covering program is a linearly moded
program.
6. Some properties of linearly moded programs
In this section, we prove some properties of linearly moded programs.
Theorem 17. It is decidable; whether a moded program P is linearly moded w.r.t. a
given mapping I from the set of predicates occurring in P to sets of input positions
satisfying I(p) in(p) for each predicate p in P.
Proof. Follows from the fact that this problem can be reduced to the satisability
problem of linear inequalities.
Since only nitely many choices are possible for I , it is even decidable whether a
given moded program is linearly moded. The following theorem states the central idea
behind the concept of linearly moded programs.
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Theorem 18. Let P be a linearly moded program w.r.t. a mapping I and  q(s; t) be
a goal such that s is ground. If there is an LD-refutation G with answer substitution
; then t is ground and LI(q(s; t); I) is valid. Further; [s]>[u]>[v] for each
atom r(u; v) in G.
Proof. Induction on the length l of G. If l=1, there is a unit clause q(w1;w2) 
in P such that q(s; t) unies with q(w1;w2) through a most general unier , i.e.,
q(w1;w2) q(s; t). By denition, LI(q(w1;w2); I) is valid. Hence, LI(q(w1;w2); I)
is valid and all the variables in w2 occur in w1. Therefore, LI(q(s; t); I) is valid and
t is ground. Now, assume that theorem holds for all 16l<n.
We now prove that theorem holds for l= n also. Let q(s0; t0) p1(s1; t1);
: : : ; pk(sk; tk) and 1 be the input clause and mgu (respectively) used in the rst
LD-resolution step in G. By requirement 1, [s0]>[s1] and hence [s] = [s01]>[s11]
and s11 is ground. Let 01 be the answer substitution of  p1(s1; t1)1. Obviously,
the length (say, n1) of the LD-refutation of  p1(s1; t1)1 is less than n and hence
the theorem holds for this refutation. Therefore, LI(p1(s1; t1)1; I) is valid and hence
[s11]>[t11], where 1 = 101. Further, p1(s1; t1)1 is ground and hence p1(s1; t1)1
p1(s1; t1). Thus, LI(p1(s1; t1); I) is valid and [s]>[s1]>[t1]. The (n1 + 2)th goal
in G is p2(s2; t2)1; : : : ; pk(sk; tk)1. Now, from the validity of LI(p1(s1; t1)1; I) and
requirement 1 it follows that [s]>[s21] and hence s21 is ground. Let 02 be the
answer substitution of  p2(s2; t2)1. For the same reasons as above, p2(s2; t2)2
is ground, p2(s2; t2)2 p2(s2; t2), LI(p2(s2; t2); I) is valid and [s]>[s2]>[t2],
where 2 = 102. Repeating this process k times, we can prove that LI(pj(sj; tj); I) is
valid and [s]>[sj]>[tj] for each 16j6k. From this and requirement 2, it follows
that LI(q(s0; t0) q(s; t); I) is valid and the theorem holds for the LD-refutation of
 q(s; t).
The rest of the section is devoted to prove that it is decidable whether a ground
atom A2M (P) for any linearly moded program P. For that we need the following
denitions and lemmas from Arimura [3].
Denition 19. The support priority relation P of a program P on its Herbrand base
BP is dened as the smallest transitive relation satisfying the following: A1 P A2 if
there is a clause H B1; : : : ; Bn in P such that A1H and A2 2fB1; : : : ; BngBP
for some ground substitution . For atom A2BP , we dene support(A) as the set
fB2BP j A P Bg. The relation P is locally nite if support(A) is nite for every
atom A2BP .
The following lemma is proved in [3]. In this lemma, TP"k is the result of applying
the TP operator of Lloyd [17] k times repeatedly on the empty set .
Lemma 7. If P is a logic program with a locally nite support priority relation P
then A2M (P), A2TP " k; where k = j support(A)j.
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A corollary of this lemma is that it is decidable whether a ground atom A2M (P)
or not for any program with a locally nite support priority relation.
Corollary 1. If P is a logic program with a locally nite support priority relation P
then it is decidable whether a ground atom A2M (P) or not.
The following three lemmas establish that the support priority relation of any linearly
moded program is locally nite.
Lemma 8. If p0(s0; t0) p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pk(sk; tk) is a clause in a linearly moded pro-
gram P and  is a ground substitution such that pi(si; ti)2M (P) for each i2 [1; k];
then <s0=><si=><ti= for each i2 [0; k].
Proof. It is clear that p0(s0; t0) 2M (P) as pi(si; ti) 2M (P) for each i2 [1; k]. Each
atom in the least Herbrand model has an SLD refutation. Therefore, LI(pi(si; ti); I)
holds by Theorem 18 and hence <si=><ti= for each i2 [0; k].
Now, we prove <s0=><si= for each i2 [0; k]. Obviously, <s0=><si= for i=0. It
follows from requirement 1 of Denition 18 and the fact LI(pi(si; ti); I) holds for
each i2 [1; k], that <s0=><si= for each i2 [1; k].
Lemma 9. If P is a linearly moded program then <s=><u=><v= for each atom q(u; v)2
support (p(s; t)).
Proof. Follows from the above lemma by induction.
Lemma 10. If P is a linearly moded program then its support priority relation P
is locally nite.
Proof. Consider a ground atom p(s; t) with <s== n. By the above lemma, size of each
atom in support (p(s; t)) is less than or equal to 2n. Since number of predicate and
function symbols in a given program is nite, the number of ground atoms of size less
than or equal to 2n is nite as well. Therefore, support priority relation of any linearly
moded program is locally nite.
Decidability of A2M (P) for linearly moded programs follows from Corollary 1 and
Lemma 10.
Theorem 19. For any linearly moded program P and ground atom A; it is decidable
whether A2M (P) or not.
7. Inferability of linearly moded programs from positive data
In this section, we establish inductive inferability of linearly moded programs from
positive data.
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Denition 20. Let LMk be the set of all linearly moded clauses of body-length at
most k and Mc be a semantic mapping such that Mc(P) is the set of all atoms of the
target predicate c in the least Herbrand model of P. The concept dening framework
hB(c); LMk;Mci is denoted by LMk .
Lemma 11. For every k>1; the class of least Herbrand models of programs in LMk
is an indexed family of recursive concepts.
Proof. By Theorem 19, it is decidable whether a ground atom A2M (P) for any
linearly moded program P. For a given alphabet, there are at most nitely many choices
of mode declarations and the mapping I . Hence, by Theorem 17, we can eectively
enumerate all the linearly moded programs in LMk . This completes the proof.
The following theorem plays the predominant role in proving our main result.
Theorem 20. For every k>1; the concept dening framework LMk has bounded nite
thickness.
Proof. Consider a nite set S B(c) and a program PLMk containing at most m>1
clauses such that P is reduced w.r.t. S. Let n be an integer such that n><u= for every
atom p(u; v)2 S. Let S 0= fr(w1;w2) j r(w1;w2) is a selected atom in an LD-refutation
of an atom A in Sg. By Theorem 18, n><w1=><w2= for every atom r(w1;w2)2 S 0,
where  is an answer substitution of r(w1;w2). Therefore, n><w1= and n><w2=. Since
P is reduced w.r.t. S, every clause in P is used in LD-refutations of atoms in S. Hence,
n><s= and n><t= for every atom q(s; t) in any clause in P. Since  and  are nite,
there are only nitely many programs containing at most m clauses of body-length at
most k with atoms of size at most 2n (except for the renaming of variables). Therefore,
the set fMc(P) jP is reduced w.r.t. S and contains at most m clausesg is nite. It is
obvious that Mc is monotonic. Hence, LMk has bounded nite thickness.
From this Theorem, Lemma 11 and Theorem 1, we obtain our main result.
Theorem 21. For every m>1; the class LMmk = fMc(P) jPLMk; jPj6mg of con-
cepts is inferable from positive presentations of the target predicate c.
Remark. Note that the restriction that the body-length of each clause in LMk is less
than or equal to k is crucial for the above two theorems. This is in contrast to the case
of results about programs without local variables considered in earlier sections. The
facts that local variables are not allowed and the terms in the body are of size less
than those in the head ensure that the body-length of the clause has an upper bound
(automatically) for those clauses. Whereas in the case of linearly moded programs,
presence of local variables makes it possible to have a linearly moded clause of an
arbitrary body-length even if the head is xed. Essentially, bounded nite thickness
will be violated if no upper bound is placed on the body-length.
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Example 9. By the above Theorem, the concepts of append, reverse, split, parti-
tion, merge, quick-sort and merge-sort are inferable from their positive presenta-
tions as (1) append2LM21, (2) reverse2LM42, (3) split2LM21, (4) partition2
LM32, (5) merge2LM42, (6) quick-sort2LM74 and (7) merge-sort2LM84.
8. Relationships between linear, linearly loverings and linearly moded programs
In this section, we study relationship between the classes of linear programs, linearly
covering programs and linearly moded programs. We show that the class of linearly
moded programs properly contains the classes of linearly coverings and linear programs
(which are incomparable).
8.1. Linearly coverings and linearly moded programs
The class of linearly covering programs introduced in [3] uses mode annotations just
like linearly moded programs.
Denition 21. A block is a triple hG; x; yi (of a goal and two parametric sizes) recur-
sively dened as
 h; x; yi is an empty block if x>y,
 hfp(s; t)g; [s]; [t]i is an atomic block,
 if B1 = hG1; x1; y1i and B2 = hG2; x2; y2i are two blocks, B= hG1 [ G2; x1 + x2;
y1 + y2i is a parallel block and
 if B1 = hG1; x; yi and B2 = hG2; y; zi are two blocks, B= hG1 [ G2; x; zi is a series
block.
Denition 22. A denite clause p(s; t) G is linearly covering if B= hG; s; ti is a
block. A logic program is linearly covering if each clause in it is a linearly covering.
All the results proved for linearly moded programs in earlier sections hold for linearly
covering programs as well. In fact, we prove that every linearly covering program is
linearly moded as well. Examples 6{8 show that the converse is not true. Arimura [3]
presented the following algorithm to check whether a given triple hG; x; yi is a block
or not.
function BLOCK-CHECK(hG; x; yi);
begin z := x;
while G 6= do
if 9Ap(s; t)2G such that [s]6z
then begin z := z − [s] + [t]; G :=G − fAg end
else Return(no);
if y6z then Return(yes) else Return(no);
end;
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Theorem 22 (Arimura [3]). The function BLOCK-CHECK returns yes on input hG; x; yi
if and only if hG; x; yi is a block.
Now, we are in a position to prove that every linearly covering program is linearly
moded.
Theorem 23. If a clause H B1; : : : ; Bn is a linearly covering; then there is a linearly
moded clause H Bi1 ; : : : ; Bin such that the set fi1; : : : ; ing is precisely f1; : : : ; ng.
Proof. Since H B1; : : : ; Bn is a linearly covering, the above function BLOCK-CHECK
returns yes for the input hfB1; : : : ; Bng; [s0]; [t0]i, where s0 and t0 are the sequences
of input and output arguments of the head H . Let Bi1 ; : : : ; Bin be the order in which
BLOCK-CHECK removes the atoms from G. Now, we prove that H Bi1 ; : : : ; Bin is lin-
early moded w.r.t. the mapping I which associates with each predicate its set of input
positions, i.e., I(p)= in(p) for each predicate p.
It is easy to see that z>0 is a loop invariant of the above function BLOCK-CHECK. As-
sume without loss of generality that Bij pj(sj; tj) for each j2 [1; n]. For each j2 [1; n],
LI(Bij ; I) is [sj]>[tj] (equivalently, [sj]− [tj]>0).
Consider the program state at which Bij is to be removed from G in the execution
of the above function BLOCK-CHECK. The condition z>[sj] amounts to the following:
[s0]− ([s1] +   + [sj−1]) + ([t1] +   + [tj−1])>[sj]. Adding this inequality with the
inequalities LI(Bi1 ; I); : : : ; LI(Bij−1 ; I) gives us the following inequality: [s0]>[sj]. In
other words, we have established that the inequalities LI(Bi1 ; I); : : : ; LI(Bij−1 ; I) together
imply [s0]>[sj] for each j2 [1; n] as needed by the requirement 1 of Denition 18
(see the proof outline given below). Similarly, we can prove that the requirement 2
of Denition 18 is satised by the clause H Bi1 ; : : : ; Bin by considering the program
state at which the nal statement in the above function BLOCK-CHECK is executed (i.e.,
checking z>y).
[s0]− ([s1] +   + [sj−1]) + ([t1] +   + [tj−1])>[sj]
LI(Bi1 ; I) [s1] − [t1]>0
...
LI(Bij−1 ; I) [sj−1] − [tj−1]>0
[s0] > [sj]
This completes the proof.
The above theorem essentially says that every linearly covering program is linearly
moded except for a possible reordering of atoms in the bodies of clauses.
8.2. Linearly coverings and linear programs
In this subsection, we show that the classes of linearly coverings and linear programs
are incomparable. Since linear programs do not allow local variables, the class of
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linearly coverings is not a subclass of the class of linear programs. The following
example shows that the converse is not true either.
Example 10. Consider the following merge program:
merge([ ]; Ys; Ys) 
merge(Xs; [ ]; Xs) 
merge([XjXs]; [YjYs]; [XjZs]) X6Y; merge(Xs; [YjYs]; Zs)
merge([XjXs]; [YjYs]; [YjZs]) X>Y; merge([XjXs]; Ys; Zs)
It is easy to see that this program is a linear program. We show that this is not
a linearly covering. merge (in, in, in) and merge (in, in, out) are two pos-
sibilities for moding annotations (moding for the two built-ins 6 and < is stan-
dard, (in, in)) to check whether this program is a linearly covering or not. For
both these moding annotations, the above function BLOCK-CHECK returns no for clause
3 and clause 4. We consider clause 3 and moding merge (in, in, in) here and
the other 3 cases are similar. BLOCK-CHECK subtracts X + Y from the initial value
of z= 3 + X + Xs + Y + Ys + X + Zs resulting z= 3 + Xs + Ys + X + Zs while
removing the atom X6Y. Then it checks whether the current z>1 + Xs + Y + Ys
+Zs or not, for removing the atom merge(Xs; [YjYs]; Zs). This clearly fails and BLOCK-
CHECK returns no.
Theorem 24. The classes of linearly coverings and linear programs are incomparable.
8.3. Linear programs and linearly moded programs
In this subsection, we show that the class of linear programs is a subclass of the
class of linearly moded programs. Note that the above linear program merge is linearly
moded for both the moding annotations merge (in, in, in) and merge (in, in,
out).
Theorem 25. Every linear program is a linearly moded program.
Proof. It is easy to verify that a given linear program is linearly moded for the moding
annotation in which each argument position of every predicate is an input position.
The requirement 2 of Denition 18 trivially holds for every clause as there are no
output arguments and the requirement 1 follows from the fact that the clause under
consideration is linear.
9. Conclusion
In this paper, we study inductive inference of logic programs from positive data.
A broad spectrum of classes of Prolog programs inferable from positive data is
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discussed and various relationships between these classes are pointed out. The main
class of Prolog programs considered (linearly moded programs) is rich enough to con-
tain many programs from Sterling and Shapiro’s book [26] including append, merge,
split, insert, insertion-sort, preorder and inorder traversal of binary
trees, polynomial recognition, derivatives, sum of a list of natural numbers.
The class of linearly moded programs is based on moding annotations and linear
predicate inequalities (like the ones used by Ullman and van Gelder [27] and Plumer
[21] in termination proofs of Prolog programs) and the relationship between input
and output terms of the predicates dened by these programs is linear. Therefore, the
programs for tasks like multiplication and Fibonacci numbers are beyond the
scope of our results. Further investigations are needed to study inductive inference of
logic programs with nonlinear relationships between input and output.
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